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ABSTRACT
We presented here the fluctuation induced excess conductivity in Bi1.7Pb0.3Sr2Ca2-xYxCu3Oy
superconductors with various x values (0.00 < x < 0.50). The logarithmic plots of excess conductivity
(∆σ) and reduced temperature (ε) reveal three different values of the order parameter dimensional
exponents against a decrease of temperature corresponding to two different values of crossover
temperatures. In the critical field region, the order parameter exponents are two dimensional (2D) as
x increases up to 0.20, but it is changed to three dimensional (3D) with further increase of x up to
0.50. While, the order parameter exponents are not systematic with Y in both normal and mean field
regions, and they are fluctuated between zero dimensional /short wave (0D/SW), qusi-2D, qusi-1D
and 3D. On the other hand, the coherence lengths, inter-plane spacing, interlayer coupling, G-L
parameter and anisotropy are calculated and their values are generally increased by increasing x up
to 0.50, whereas G-L parameter, Ginsburg number, critical magnetic fields and critical current
density are decreased. The possible reasons for the above findings are also mentioned.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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fluctuations in the order parameter are large and
the interactions between Cooper pairs is
considered.

1. INTRODUCTION
The doping processes in high temperature
superconductors have been used early to
improve their properties in parallel with special
focusing on their applications [1,2]. The Bi: 2223
superconducting system with TC of 110 K is the
most widely studied superconductor, because it
is differ with the other superconductors in the
number of both CuO2 planes and Ca layers [3].
Furthermore, the Bi: 2223 system has higher
critical current density Jc and critical magnetic
fields Hc as compared to Y: 123 systems [4,5].

The variation of induced excess conductivity due
to Gaussian fluctuation with the reduced
temperature Є helps for finding the dimensional
exponents,
coherence
lengths,
interlayer
coupling, inter-plane spacing and crossover
temperatures
[17-18].
The
dimensional
exponents in high Tc materials are found to be
zero dimensional or spin wave (0D/SW), one
dimensional (1D), two dimensional (2D) and
three dimensional (3D). It is seen that the
dimensional crossover takes place between any
two different dimensions regions, and it is mainly
obtained above Tc in most of high Tc systems
[19-20].

The well established diagram of the high
temperature superconductors against carrier
concentration indicate that the systems are MottHubbard insulator in the under doped region and
superconductor in the intermediate range,
whears in the over doped region they are normal
metal [6-7]. However, carrier concentration in the
high Tc superconducting systems may be varied
either by varying the doping content or oxygen
deficient, leading to dramatic changes in the
transport behavior, and simultaneously influence
the Tc values [8,9].

The fluctuation conductivity is an important topic
because it is directly examines the possibility for
the electron pairs formation at a temperature
above Tc. According to the one of existing
concept, the pseudogap is formed above Tc due
to superconducting fluctuations, and usually
leads to electron pairs formation, which serves
as a precursor to the transition into
superconducting
state.
Nevertheless
the
fluctuation studies based on pure Bi: 2223
superconducting systems in the vicinity of Tc are
well described by 2D or qusi-2D nature as a
result of good interlayer coupling. It may also
become 3D depending on a heat treatment that
modifies the state of microscopic disorder and
induces spatial fluctuations near Tc[21]. The
doping of rare earth elements at Ca sites in Bi:
2223 superconductors mutually have different
results based on fluctuation study of induced
excess conductivity which may be alters the
carrier concentration in the CuO2 planes. The
doping of Pr, Ce, Gd and Cd doped at Ca sites in
Bi: 2223 system suggest 2D superconducting
order parameter, and a distinct 2D-3D crossover
behavior is obtained near Tc [22-27].
Furthermore, the doping at sufficiently high
dopant concentrations may alter the carrier
concentration in the CuO2 planes and leads to a
Tc depression and usually causes a metalinsulator transition. But these studies however,
do not discuss in details the effects of Y
substitution in Bi: 2223 systems on the behavior
of superconducting fluctuation especially in the
over doped region. Moreover, some of the
physical parameters such as coherence lengths,
inter-plane spacing, interlayer coupling, G-L

Due to short coherence length and high Tc in
superconductors, the thermal fluctuation of
superconducting order parameter has been early
observed as excess conductivity [10-11]. The
fluctuation of Cooper pairs begin to be created
spontaneously at a temperature higher than
twice mean field temperature Tcmf (T> 2Tcmf), and
normally increases as the temperature
approaches critical temperature Tc. The mean
mf
field temperature Tc is the temperature at which
the fluctuation induced conductivity regime
separates from the critical fluctuation regime, and
normally obtained close to Tc [12-15]. This is
simply obtained from the optimum value of the
(dρ/dT) against temperature plot as a simple
method.
The fluctuation induced conductivity (FIC)
analyses reveal that the contribution of excess
conductivity is mainly due to Gaussian and
critical fluctuations in the mean field and critical
field regions, respectively [16]. Gaussian
fluctuation is probably dominant in the
temperature region above the Tcmf when the
fluctuation in the order parameter is small and
the interactions between Cooper pairs can be
neglected. While the critical fluctuation occurs in
mf
the critical field region below the Tc when the
2
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parameter, anisotropy, critical fields and critical
current are not summarized in details. However,
structural and superconducting properties of
Bi1.7Pb0.3Sr2Ca2-xYxCu3Oy superconductors with
various x values are well investigated by A.
Sedky [28]. Although Tc was gradually decreased
by increasing x up to 0.50, it found that Y has a
higher solubility in the Bi (Pb):2223 system and is
less detrimental to the superconductivity as
compared with the other rare earth elements R.
At present, there is an ample interest for
investigating the fluctuation induced conductivity
of the same bath of samples and able to
calculate some of superconducting physical
parameters. However, it is found that Y
substitution shift the order parameter exponents
of Bi: 2223 in the critical field region from 2D to
3D as x increases above 0.20. Furthermore,
decreasing the values of Ginsburg number and
G-L parameter support the decrease of critical
fields and critical current as well as Tc.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of XRD patterns as reported in [28]
indicated that most of high intensity peaks belong
to the 2223 tetragonal phase with a few low
intensity peaks belong to 2212 phase. The cparameter is decreased with increasing x,
whereas a-parameter increases. The decrease in
c- parameter with Y content is due to smaller
3+
ionic size of Y ( 1.02 Ǻ) ions compared to the
2+
Ca
(1.12 Ǻ) at the same 8-fold coordination.
While, the increase in the a-parameter may result
from a decrease in the hole carrier concentration
per Cu ion, which weakens the Cu-O bond. The
gradual depression of Tc (ρ = 0.00) from 106 K
to 101, 93, 79, 55 and 21 K by Y3+ substitution is
listed in Table 1 and shown in Fig. 2(b). This is
due to increasing the hole carriers concentration
per Cu ion in the superconducting state from the
optimum doped region to the over doped region
as x increases. In this case, more positive
charges are transferred to the Cu-O2 planes in
the Bi:2223 system and helps for decreasing Tc
[28-29].

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
As reported by A.Sedky [28], Bi1.7Pb0.3Sr2Ca2-x
YxCu3Oy samples are prepared by using solidstate reaction method. Bi1.7Pb0.3Sr2Ca2-x YxCu3Oy
samples with various x values are prepared by
using
solid-state
reaction
method.
The
ingredients of Bi2O3, PbO, SrO, Y2O3, CaCO3
and CuO of 4N purity are thoroughly mixed in
required proportions and calcined at 820°C in air
for 24 h. This exercise is repeated three times
with intermediate grinding at each stage. The
resulting powder is reground, mixed, pressed into
pellets and sintered at 845°C for 150 h in air.
Finally the pellets are slowly cooled to room
temperature. The phase purity of the samples is
examined by using X-ray diffract meter (XRD).
The electrical resistivity of the samples

ρ =

RA
l

are

obtained

as a

function

The excess conductivity ∆σ due to thermal
fluctuation is defined by the deviation of the
measured conductivity of σm(T) from the normal
conductivity σn(T) as follows;

∆σ = (

1

ρm

−

1

ρn

) = σm −σn

(1)

where ρm and ρn are the measured and normal
resistivity, respectively. ρn is obtained from the
measured resistivity ρm at T ≥ 2Tc by applying
the least square method to the Anderson and
Zou relation ,

ρ n (T ) = A + BT

[30]. ρn(T) is

calculated in terms of A and B parameters that
obtained from the linear fit of the measured
resistivity ρm(T) as shown in Fig. 1(a-f).

of

temperature using the standard four-probe
technique in closed cycle refrigerator [cryomech
compressor package with cryostat Model 8101812212, USA] within the range of (10-300K).
Nanovoltameter Keithley 2182, current source
Keithley 6220 and temperature controller 9700
(0.001 K resolution) are used in this experiment.
Silver paste is used for making currents and
voltage contacts. A current (1-5) mA is passing
through the sample and the voltage across the
sample is measured by using nanovoltameter.
The values of resistivity are obtained from the
values of voltage and sample dimensions A
and ℓ.

In order to estimate the paraconductivity,
Aslamazov and Larkin (AL) deduced the
following relation for the fluctuation- induced
excess conductivity ∆σ as [30];
∆σ =Aε-λ
Here, A =

A=

3

(2)

2
e2
for 3D, A = e
for 2D and
32hd
32hξ c (0)

e 2ξ c (0) for 1D, e is the electronic charge, d
32hS
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is the interlayer spacing between two successive
,
CuO2 planes, ћ is the reduced Planks constant,
ξc (0) is the c-axis 3D coherence length at zero
temperature, S is the wire cross-sectional area of
the 1D system, λ is an exponent related with the
actual conduction dimensionality. The values of
the exponent's λ are 2, 0.5, 1 and 1.5 for
(0D/SW), 3D, 2D and 1D fluctuations
respectively, and ε is the reduced temperature
given by ε

=

the mean field temperature above it the
interactions between Cooper pairs can be
neglected.Tcmf for all samples are estimated from
the peak of dρ/dT against temperature plot as
shown in Fig. 2 (a), and similar values are listed
mf
in Table 1. However, the variation of Tc and Tc
against x content is shown in Fig. 2 (b). It is clear
that Tcmf is decreased as x increases as well as
Tc.

T − Tcmf
mf
[30-32]. Where Tc is
Tcmf

Fig. 1 (a). Resistivity versus temperature for Y doped Bi:2223 samples (x= 0.00)

Fig. 1 (b). Resistivity versus temperature for Y doped Bi:2223 samples (x=0.10)

4
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Fig. 1 (c). Resistivity versus temperature for Y doped Bi:2223 samples (x=0.20)

Fig. 1(d). Resistivity versus temperature for Y doped Bi:2223 samples (x=0.30)

Fig. 1 (e). Resistivity versus temperature for Y doped Bi:2223 samples (x=0.40)
5
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Fig. 1 (f). Resistivity versus temperature for Y doped Bi:2223 samples (x =0.50)

Fig. 2 (a). dρ/dT versus temperature for Y doped Bi:2223 samples

mf

Fig. 2(b). Tc, Tc

and To versus x for Y doped Bi:2223 samples
6
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We have calculated and plotted the excess
conductivity ln∆σ against reduced temperature
lnε and shown in Fig. 3(a-f). However, it is
evident from the fitting that there are two distinct
changes in the slope of each plot; the first is in
the normal field region, while the second is in the
mean
field
region.
The
corresponding
temperatures where the slope change occurs are
designated as the crossover temperatures To1
and To2. The variation of crossover temperatures
against x is shown in Fig. 2(b), and similar values
1
are listed in Table 1. It is clear that T0 is not
systematic with x content, but it is generally
decreased as x increases as compared to pure
sample. The higher value of T01 in the normal
field region at x = 0.10 means that a sizable
fraction of Y may be residing outside the
superconducting grains, and helps for shifting the
cross-over temperature to higher value. As x
increases above 0.10, a convenient fraction of Y
1
is residing inside the grains, and then T0 shifted
to lower values [33]. T02 is gradually decreased
mf
as x increases as well as Tc and Tc behaviors.

in the whole sample before they make pairs in
the mean field region above Tc [34-36].
Three different exponents of the order parameter
dimensionality could be obtained from the slopes
of each plot as shown in Fig. 3 (a-f). These
values are arranged towards low temperature
region as λI, λII and λIII for x = 0.00, 0.10, 0.20,
0.30, 0.40 and 0.50, respectively. The first
exponents λI are obtained in the normal field
region at a temperature range of ln ε (0.00 ≥ ln ε
≥ 1.5), and their values are 0.59 (qusi-2D), 1.34
(qusi-1D), 0.90 (2D), 0.81 (2D), 0.15 (qusi-3D)
and 0.65 (qusi-2D). The second exponents λII
are obtained at the mean field region at a
temperature range of ln ε (-0.50 ≥ ln ε ≥ -2.5),
and their values are 2.37 (0D/SW), 0.49 (3D),
0.34 (3D), 2.56 (0D/SW), 2.52 (0D/SW) and 1.97
(0D/SW). The third exponents λIII are obtained in
the mean field region at a temperature range of
ln ε (-2 ≥ ln ε ≥ -4.5) and their values are 0.91
(2D), 1.09 (2D), 1.17 (2D), 0.45 (3D), 0.46 (3D)
and 0.34 (3D). The appearance (0D/SW) in these
types of samples may be due to short wave
length fluctuations in the considered region
[26,27]. Our interesting point here is observed for
the third values of exponents in the mean field
region, where the order parameter is shifted from
2D to 3D as the x increases above 0.20. This is
may be related to the effective length in the
direction perpendicular to the current flow which
is found to be more reduced in Y doped Bi:2223
as x increases up to 0.50 [37]. Further, the
obtained (0D/SW) of the order parameter below
Tc is due critical fluctuations in the conductivity
region of microscopic granular superconductor,
and it is extremely sensible to applied magnetic
field [21].

The crossover behavior could be explained
according to the highly anisotropy of
superconductor, where the charge carriers move
more readily in some directions than in the
others. Further, the charge carriers have ability to
move along the superconducting planes in the
superconductor within a range of temperature
selected at which the thermal fluctuations of
charge carriers exist. A crossover behavior due
thermal fluctuations takes place by cooling the
superconductor down to a lower temperature,
and therefore the charge carriers may move
between the superconducting planes and
crossover from one plane to another. This means
that the charge carriers tend to move more freely
mf

Table 1. Tc ,Tc , T0 , J, d, ξc(0), λI , λII and λIII for Y doped Bi:2223 samples
X

mf

0.59

d
(Ǻ)
21.30

ξc(0)
(Ǻ)
8.18

d/
ξc(0)
2.61

118

0.6

24.51

9.49

2.58

143

106

0.6

40.80

15.80

2.58

87

114

95

0.61

49.83

19.46

2.56

55

76

129

82

0.62

60.35

23.76

2.54

21

52

93

55

0.64

75.53

30.21

2.50

0.00

Tc
K
106

Tc
K
109

T01
K
150

T02
K
121

0.10

101

107

178

0.20

93

97

0.30

79

0.40
0.50

J

7

λI

λII

λIII

0.59
(qusi-2D)
1.34
(qusi-1D)
0.9
2D
0.81
2D
0.15
(qusi-3D)
0.65
(qusi-2D)

2.37
(0D/SW)
0.49
3D
0.34
3D
2.56
(0D/SW)
2.52
(0D/SW)
1.97
(0D/SW)

0.91
2D
1.09
2D
1.17
2D
0.45
3D
0.46
3D
0.34
3D
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Fig. 3(a). ln ∆σ against lnε for Y doped Bi:2223 samples (x = 0.00)

Fig. 3(b). ln ∆σ against lnε for Y doped Bi:2223 samples (x = 0.10)

Fig. 3(c). ln∆σ against lnε for Y doped Bi:2223 samples (x = 0.20)
8
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Fig. 3(d). ln∆σ against lnε for Y doped Bi:2223 samples (x = 0.30)

Fig. 3(e). ln∆σ against lnε for Y doped Bi:2223 samples (x = 0.40)

Fig. 3(f). ln∆σ against lnε for Y doped Bi:2223 samples (x = 0.50)
9
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Anyhow, the crossover behavior occurs at a
temperature T0 is given by [38,39];

T0 = T

mf
c

2ξ (0)
exp( c ) 2
d

H c (0) =

φ0
2 2πλ (0)ξ c (0)

H c1 (0) =

(3)

;

H c (0) ln κ
2κ
(4a)

1

H c 2 (0) = 2κH c (0);

2
, where ξc(0) is given by ξ c (0) = dJ and J is the
2
interlayer coupling expressed by J = ln T0
2Tcmf

J c ( 0) =

[40,41]. The average values of interlayer
coupling J are calculated in terms of the values
mf
of To2 and Tc , and listed in Table 1. It is found
that J slightly increased by increasing x, and their
values are between 0.59 and 0.64 for all
samples. The samples of x = 0.00, 0.10 and 0.20
are 2D nature, and the intersection

A=

A=

(4b)

φ0 = 2.07 × 10−15 (T .m2 ) ,

κ is Ginsberg-Landau

parameter of the superconducting system given
by;

e2
32hd

κ=

λ (0)
ξ ( 0)

, where λ(0) is the London

penetration depth at 0 K, which is about 300 nm
for Bi:2223 superconductors [47]. However, the
values of κ listed in Table 2 are decreased as x
increases up to 0.50.
Similar behavior is
obtained for the critical values of fields and
current as shown as in Fig. 4 (a,b). This
behavior may be due to a decrease of grain
boundaries resistance and superconducting
volume fraction of (Bi, Pb)-2223 single phase as
x increases [42,47].

for 2D. Therefore, d and ξc(0) are calculated from
the values of A and J, respectively. While the
samples of x = 0.30, 0.40 and 0.50 are 3D
nature, and the intersection

4κH c1 (0)
3 3λ (0) ln κ

e2
for
32hξ c (0)

3D. Therefore, ξc(0) and d are calculated from
the values of A and J, respectively.

The anisotropy parameter could be obtained
using the relation [48];

Fig. 4 shows the behavior of both d and ξc(0)
against x, and similar values are listed in Table 2.
It is clear that both d and ξc(0) are increased as
x increases, but the values of d are higher than
that of ξc(0), indicating the 2D nature of
superconductivity, in agreement with the reported
data [21-27]. The increase of ξc (0) at (x > 0.20)
indicates that Y substitution shifts the hole
carriers from the optimum doped region of the
pure sample towards the over doped region [42].
Similar results are obtained by Wen et al. [28] for
La: 214 superconductors. They found a drop of
the coherence length in the under-doped region
followed by an increase in the over-doped
beside an increase of hole-concentration. The
values of [d/ξc (0)] shown in Table 1 are between
2.51 and 2.60 for all samples, which is probably
related to a constant values of J as discussed
above.

γ =[

1

0.71K B
]2
N G Bc2 (0)ξ c3 (0)

(5)

KB is Boltzmann constant and NG is Ginzberg
reduced number given by the relation;

NG =

T0 − Tc
Tc

.

From

the

values

of

anisotropy, the in-plane coherence length at 0 K,
ξab(0) could be obtained using the relation,

γ=

ξ ab (0)
. It is clear from Table 2 that both NG ,
ξc (0)

γ and ξab are generally increased as x increases
up to 0.50. Similar behavior between the above
parameter and x are also obtained in Figs. 4
and 6.

The critical field Hc (0), lower critical field Hc1(0),
upper critical fields Hc2(0) and critical current
density at 0 K are estimated by the following
relations [42,43-46].

The Ginzburg number, Gi, defines the order
thermal fluctuations in a superconductor is given
by [49-50];

10
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πκ 2ξ 0 (c) K BTc µ 0 2
]
Gi = [
2φ02

of order parameter dimensionality from 2D to 3D
as x increases.

(6)

However, the fluctuation induced excess
conductivity study for the x -doped Bi (Pb):2223
phase are considered by the following points; (i)
mf
decreasing the Tc as well as Tc; (ii) appearance
of three different exponents corresponding to two
crossover temperatures; (iii) In the critical field
region, the order parameter exponents are (2D)
up to x = 0.20, but it is changed to (3D) up to x =
0.50; (iv) increasing the coherence lengths, interplane
spacing,
interlayer
coupling
and
anisotropy; (v) decreasing the G-L parameter,
Ginzburg number , critical magnetic fields and
critical current density.

-7

where µ 0= 4π×10 A/m and KB is Boltzmann
constant. The values of Gi are calculated for all
samples and shown in Fig. 6, and similar values
are listed in Table 2. It is found that the values of
-3
-3
Gi are decreased from 5.48 x10 to 0.016 x10
as x increases up to x = 0.50. These values are
-3
-4
comparable with the reported, Gi= (10 -10 ) for
HTSC, and they are several orders of magnitude
−9
larger than 10 for conventional superconductor.
[51-52]. Decreasing the values of Gi support the
decrease of critical temperature and also the shift

Fig. (4). d ,ξab(0) and ξc(0) versus x for Bi:2223 samples

Fig. 5(a). Critical magnetic fields versus x for Bi:2223 samples

11
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Fig. 5(b). Critical current density versus x for Bi:2223 samples
Table 2. Hc , Hc1, Hc2, Jc(0), Gi , NG , γ and ξab(0) for Y doped Bi:2223 samples
X

K

0.00
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50

366.748
316.122
189.873
154.162
126.263
99.3049

Hc
(T)
0.95
0.82
0.49
0.40
0.33
0.26

Hc1
(T)
0.0109
0.0106
0.0096
0.0093
0.0089
0.0085

Hc2
(T)
490.94
364.76
131.59
86.75
58.19
35.99

Jc
2
(A/m )
5
17.3 × 10
14.9 × 105
5
8.97 × 10
7.28 × 105
5
5.96 × 10
4.69 × 105

Gi
5.48 × 10
3.70 × 10-3
-3
1.13 × 10
0.54 × 10-3
-3
0.18 × 10
0.016 × 10-3
-3

NG

γ

0.14
0.17
0.14
0.20
0.49
1.60

0.44
0.46
0.62
0.62
0.56
0.47

ξab
(Ǻ)
3.60
4.37
9.80
12.07
13.31
14.20

Fig. (6). Gi, γ and NG versus Y content for Bi:2223 samples
This is due to some reasons such as; decreasing
c-lattice parameter by Y substitution at Ca at the
same 8-fold co-ordination; increasing the hole
carriers concentration per Cu ion in the
superconducting state as a result of more
positive charges transferred to the Cu-O layer;

the excess oxygen arising from the replacement
of 2CaO by one Y2O3 molecule; increasing both
coherence lengths and anisotropy. The
consistency of these points gives a fair degree of
certainty to appearance the fluctuation induced

12
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6.

excess conductivity of Y substitution in Bi
(Pb):2223 system.

4. CONCLUSION
7.

Fluctuation induced excess conductivity in Y
doped Bi: 2223 is reported. We have shown
three different values of the order parameter
exponents corresponding to two crossover
temperatures due to shifting the order parameter
dimensionality
against
a
decrease
of
temperature. In the critical field region, the order
parameter exponents are two dimensional (2D)
as x increases up to 0.20, but it is changed from
2D to three dimensional (3D) with further
increase of x up to 0.50. While, the order
parameter exponents are fluctuated between
zero dimensional/ short wave fluctuation
(0D/SW), qusi-2D, qusi-1D and 3D in the normal
and mean field regions. The coherence lengths,
inter-plane spacing, interlayer coupling and
anisotropy are generally increased by increasing
x up to 0.50, whereas G-L parameter, Ginzberg
number, critical magnetic fields and critical
current density are decreased. The possible
reasons for the above findings are also
mentioned.

8.
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